FIRST CYCLE DEGREES (BACHELOR DEGREES)
- Agribusiness, professional-oriented experimental bachelor degree course (numerus clausus)
- Biological Sciences (numerus clausus)
- Chemical Sciences
- Natural and Environmental Sciences
- Geological Sciences

SINGLE CYCLE DEGREES UNDER EU REGULATIONS (5 YEARS DURATION) (numerus clausus)
- Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Technology
- Pharmacy

SECOND CYCLE DEGREES (MASTER’S DEGREES)
- Biology
  Specializations: Molecular and Cellular Biology; Biodiversity and Environmental Health
- Health Biology
- Chemistry
- Geosciences and Applied Geology
- Ecotoxicology and Environmental Sustainability

PHYSICS, ENGINEERING, MATHEMATICS

FIRST CYCLE DEGREES (BACHELOR DEGREES)
- Computer and Information Engineering
  Specializations: Systems and automation; Telecommunications; IT systems; Electronics
- Engineering Management
- Physics and Advanced Technologies
- Mathematics

SECOND CYCLE DEGREES (MASTER’S DEGREES)
- Electronics and Communications Engineering
- Engineering Management
- Computer and Automation Engineering
  Specializations: Information Systems; Robotics and Automation
- Applied Mathematics

Prospective and enrolled students
International Place
Banchi di Sotto, 55 - Siena
+39 0577 235205
internationalplace@unisi.it

Exchange Students
International Office
San Vigilio, 6 - Siena
+39 0577 235182/5028
incoming@unisi.it

www.unisi.it/scegli-il-tuo-percorso
Courses at the University of Siena are generally held in Italian. Icon 🇮🇹 indicates courses or specializations taught in English. Icon 🇮🇹 indicates double degree programmes.